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Award-Winning Photographer Jennifer Polixenni Brankin Now Available 
for Freelance Projects in Tucson and Phoenix

Accomplished Fashion, Product, Food and Architecture Photographer 
Expands Availability with Move to Freelance Career

Tucson, AZ: Award-winning photographer and art director Jennifer Polixenni Brankin has expanded her project availability with 
a move to a full-time freelance career. Brankin brings seven years’ experience shooting studio and location photography in the 
fields of fashion, lifestyle, product, food, and architecture, as well as art directing shoots for national advertising campaigns, 
marketing collateral, editorials and publications. Brankin is a talented creative, having been awarded three Gold ADDYs, a 
Silver ADDY and three Bronze ADDYs by the Tucson Advertising Federation in the past three years for her work. She is also a 
highly skilled manager of the entire photographic and editorial process. In her most recent position as the sole Photographer/
Design Coordinator at Tucson Newspapers, Brankin’s skills and responsibilities ranged from idea inception, location and model 
selection, and art direction, to photo editing, post processing of RAW images, and image retouching.
 
Originally from Sydney, Australia, Brankin’s broad experience lies in developing effective creative concepts and leading them 
through production and post-production to publication or display. Her work at Tucson Newspapers included managing this pro-
cess for two full-color monthly lifestyle and fashion publications, as well as being the primary contributor of photographic content 
for all editorial, marketing and collateral. She is accomplished in managing and directing photographers and interns, selecting 
models, creating and maintaining shoot schedules (in studio and on-site), producing photo shoots, and working with colleagues 
to develop ideas for future shoots. In her role at Tucson Newspapers, Brankin worked closely with marketing and advertising 
staff, graphic designers and publishers to develop imagery for a full roster of print publications and online products on time and 
under budget.

Additionally, Brankin has served as National Photographer for a Fortune-500 national home builder based in Denver, Colorado. 
The position required extensive planning and clear communication with departments across the United States to conceive, 
schedule and execute successful photo shoots for national advertising campaigns. Brankin has also held the position of Staff 
Photographer at the Sacramento News & Review.

Brankin has a Bachelor of Arts in Design from the University of Western Sydney and a certificate in Film & Television Production 
Techniques from the Sydney Institute of Technology TAFE. She also participated in an Interior Design scholarship exchange 
through California State University in Sacramento. She is skilled in Adobe Creative Suite, Microsoft Expression Media and Final 
Cut Pro. Brankin currently resides in Tucson and is also available for assignments in Phoenix. 
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